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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to present and analyse a number of linguistic similarities
between Present-Day English and two Bavarian dialects spoken in the Autonomous Region of
Trentino-South Tyrol (Italy): South Tyrolean and Mòcheno. This paper also discusses some of
the circumstances which may have led to this situation of considerable resemblance between
these dialects and the English language.

The methodology used in this dissertation can be divided in three main parts: the first
discusses the degree of closeness that West Germanic languages might have shown between
them when Anglo-Saxon and Bavarian settlements started in Britain and present-day South
Tyrol, respectively. The second presents a number of the similarities found between these two
Bavarian  dialects  and English at  both  word and sentence  level  and the  third  focuses  on
various of the aspects that might have positively contributed to the preservation of each of
these dialects.

The results  showed that  a  considerably large  amount  of  vocabulary and syntactic
structures are shared between these two Bavarian dialects and Present-Day English. However,
we noticed that other varieties of German and Standard German do not generally evidence
such degree of closeness to English. It was also observed that South Tyrolean and Mòcheno
have experienced lesser changes since the Old High German and Middle High German period
than other German dialects at word and sentence level, as Mòcheno would have preserved
Middle  High  German  syntactic  features  that  have  only  been  found  in  Bavarian  dialects
spoken in Language Islands of northern Italy.

We concluded that  two of the main reasons for  us  to  find remarkable similarities
between these Bavarian dialects and English would be the following: firstly, the situation of
relative  closeness  between  West  Germanic  languages  during  the  first  Anglo-Saxon  and
Bavarian settlements in Britain and South Tyrol, respectively; and secondly, the preservation
of specific  linguistic features that present-day versions of English and Bavarian inherited
from earlier stages of these languages.

Keywords: linguistic distance, early West Germanic languages, Old High German, Old Low 
German, Old English, Germanic invasions, Middle High German, isolation, dialect 
preservation, archaisms, romance influence, Present-Day English, South Tyrolean, Mòcheno.



Resum

El propòsit d'aquest estudi és presentar i analitzar una sèrie de similituds lingüístiques
entre l'anglès actual i dos dialectes bavaresos parlats a la Regió Autònoma de Trentino-Tirol
del  Sud  (Itàlia):  sudtirolès  i  mòcheno.  Aquest  document  també  analitza  algunes  de  les
circumstàncies que poden haver portat a aquesta situació de considerable semblança entre
aquests dialectes i la llengua anglesa.

La metodologia utilitzada en aquesta dissertació es pot dividir en tres parts principals:
la primera analitza el grau de proximitat que les llengües germàniques occidentals podrien
haver mostrat entre elles quan van començar els assentaments anglosaxons i bavaresos a Gran
Bretanya i l'actual Tirol del Sud, respectivament. El segon presenta una sèrie de similituds
oposades entre aquests dos dialectes bavaresos i l'anglès a nivell lèxic i sintàctic, i el tercer se
centra en diversos dels aspectes que podrien haver contribuït positivament a la conservació de
cadascun d'aquests dialectes.

Els  resultats  van  mostrar  que  una  gran  quantitat  de  vocabulari  i  estructures
sintàctiques són compartits per aquests dos dialectes bavaresos i l'anglès actual. No obstant
això, percebem que tant altres varietats de l'alemany com l'alemany estàndard no evidencien
generalment tal grau de proximitat a l'anglès. També es va observar que el sudtirolès i el
mòcheno han experimentat un menor nombre de canvis des dels períodes de l'alt alemany
antic i l'alt alemany mitjà que altres dialectes alemanys tant a nivell lèxic com sintàctic, ja
que el mòcheno hauria preservat algunes de les característiques sintàctiques de l'alt alemany
mitjà que només s'han trobat en aquells dialectes bavaresos parlats a les illes lingüístiques del
nord d'Itàlia.

Arribem a la conclusió que dues de les principals raons per les quals trobem notables
similituds entre aquests dialectes bavaresos i l'anglès serien les següents: en primer lloc, la
situació de relativa proximitat entre les llengües germàniques occidentals durant els primers
assentaments anglosaxons i bavaresos a Gran Bretanya i el Tirol del Sud respectivament; i en
segon lloc, la conservació d'un notable nombre de característiques lingüístiques específiques
que les versions actuals de l'anglès i el bavarès van heretar de les primeres etapes d'aquests
idiomes.

Paraules  clau: distància  lingüística,  llengües  germàniques  occidentals  primerenques,  alt
alemany antic, baix alemany antic, anglès antic, invasions germàniques, alt alemany mitjà,
aïllament, conservació de dialectes, arcaismes, influència romanç, anglès actual, sudtirolès,
mòcheno.



Resumen

El  propósito  de  este  estudio  es  presentar  y  analizar  una  serie  de  similitudes
lingüísticas entre el inglés actual y dos dialectos bávaros hablados en la Región Autónoma de
Trentino-Tirol  del  Sur  (Italia):  sudtirolés  y  mòcheno.  Este  documento  también  analiza
algunas  de  las  circunstancias  que  pueden  haber  llevado  a  esta  situación  de  considerable
semejanza entre estos dialectos y la lengua inglesa.

La  metodología  utilizada  en  esta  disertación  se  puede  dividir  en  tres  partes
principales: la primera analiza el grado de cercanía que las lenguas germánicas occidentales
podrían haber  mostrado entre  ellas  cuando comenzaron los  asentamientos  anglosajones  y
bávaros en Gran Bretaña y el actual Tirol del Sur, respectivamente. El segundo presenta una
serie de similitudes encontradas entre estos dos dialectos bávaros y el inglés a nivel léxico y
sintáctico,  y el  tercero se centra en varios de los aspectos que podrían haber contribuido
positivamente a la conservación de cada uno de estos dialectos.

Los  resultados  mostraron  que  una  gran  cantidad  de  vocabulario  y  estructuras
sintácticas son compartidos por estos dos dialectos bávaros y el inglés actual. Sin embargo,
percibimos que tanto otras variedades del alemán como el alemán estándar no evidencian
generalmente  tal  grado de  cercanía  al  inglés.  También se  observó que  el  sudtirolés  y  el
mòcheno  han  experimentado  un  menor  número  de  cambios  desde  los  períodos  del  alto
alemán antiguo y el alto alemán medio que otros dialectos alemanes tanto a nivel léxico como
sintáctico, ya que el mòcheno habría preservado algunas de las características sintácticas del
alto alemán medio que solo se han encontrado en aquellos dialectos bávaros hablados en las
islas lingüísticas del norte de Italia.

Llegamos a la conclusión de que dos de las principales razones para que encontremos
notables similitudes entre estos dialectos bávaros y el inglés serían las siguientes: en primer
lugar, la situación de relativa cercanía entre las lenguas germánicas occidentales durante los
primeros  asentamientos  anglosajones  y  bávaros  en  Gran  Bretaña  y  el  Tirol  del  Sur
respectivamente; y en segundo lugar, la conservación de un notable número de características
lingüísticas específicas que las versiones actuales del inglés y el  bávaro heredaron de las
primeras etapas de estos idiomas.

Palabras  clave: distancia  lingüística,  lenguas  germánicas  occidentales  tempranas,  alto
alemán antiguo,  bajo alemán antiguo,  inglés  antiguo,  invasiones  germánicas,  alto  alemán
medio, aislamiento, conservación de dialectos, arcaísmos, influencia romance, inglés actual,
sudtirolés, mòcheno.



1. Introduction and Acknowledgements

This  paper discusses  similarities  between  Present-Day  English  (PDE)  and  two

Bavarian (High German) dialects spoken in the Italian autonomous region of Trentino-South

Tyrol: South Tyrolean (henceforth ST) and Mòcheno (henceforth MKN), at different levels of

linguistic structure. The main reason for which the author of this paper has decided to work

on this particular field would have been his contact with Bavarian-speaking areas from an

early age and the progressive learning of the South Tyrolean variety with those of the author's

friends whose first language is ST.

I would first like to thank my supervisor, Dr Juan José Calvo García de Leonardo, for

his enthusiasm for this project, support, guidance and feedback.

My most sincere gratitude goes to Brigitte and Florian Bacher, who have provided

immense inspiration, encouragement and information, and without the help of whom I would

not have decided to focus my research on the similarities between the South Tyrolean dialect

and the English language.

I am extremely thankful to the following people, who have helped me undertake this

research: Erich Pompermaier and Fam. Pompermaier from Vlorutz,  Dr Federica Cognola,

Florian Schweigkofler, Hermann Geiger, Klaus Prunner, Manuela Pircher, Maria Unterhofer,

Renzo Lenzi, Stefano Moltrer, Andrea Artusi and Christopher Dove.

Special  thanks  to  Leo  Toller  from  Bersntoler  Kulturinstitut for  the  Mòcheno

bibliography and information and to Stadtbibliothek Bozen for the numerous materials on the

South Tyrolean dialect.

To conclude, I would like to thank my parents for their support and encouragement, as

well as for having given me the possibility to travel to a variety of German-speaking areas

over the years, which has been of the utmost importance for the making of this paper.



2. Classification of speech varieties as languages or dialects

2.1. Classification of the English language

Let  us  first  analyse  the  classification  of  the  English  language  itself,  as  the  vast

majority of  linguists  and historians  tend to  agree that  English  is  a  member  of  the Indo-

European family of languages and, to be more specific, of its Germanic branch. However,

from this point onwards, several are the possibilities offered by different experts to classify

those languages and dialects from which English would have originated. 

Linguists including Boberg, Nerbonne and Watt (2018: 204-218) argue that language

varieties are either classified as dialects or separate languages depending on the degree of

intelligibility  they  show  amongst  each  other. Despite  this,  the  similarities  observed  are

subjective to a degree and, therefore, authors might differ when it comes to language and

dialect classification. Having said that, it should be important to remark that a large amount

of linguists agree on the fact that the basis of the English language can be found in a group of

West Germanic languages commonly referred to as the North Sea Germanic languages (see

Hogg & Denison, 2006: 5).

2.2.  Controversial  classification  of  closely-related  speech  varieties:  the  case  of

Rhaeto-Romance

It is widely known that languages are in constant change. As a consequence, when a

given language variety is considered to be sufficiently different from its mother language, we

tend to classify it as a new tongue. In some cases, dialects may even be regarded as separate

languages by some linguists, as there is no clear-cut division between dialects and languages

from a strictly linguistic approach (see  Chambers & Trudgill, 1980: 3).  Cultural, historical

and political reasons, amongst others, often determine whether a specific language variety

should be socially and/or legally regarded either as a separate language or as a dialect in a

given area or  political  entity.  An example of  this  phenomenon would be that  of Rhaeto-

Romance  languages,  spoken  in  areas  of  eastern  Switzerland  and  northeastern  Italy.  This

group  of  languages  is  typically  divided  by linguists  in  three  main  languages:  Romansh

(spoken in certain municipalities in the Swiss canton of Grisons), Ladin (mostly spoken in

eastern valleys of Trentino-South Tyrol and in neighbouring municipalities in the Province of

Belluno, Italy) and Friulian (principally spoken in the region of Friuli, Italy). 



Whereas  Romansh  and  Ladin  are  widely  considered  to  be  separate  languages  by

linguists,  local  population  and governments  at  both regional  and national  levels,  there  is

controversy on whether Friulian should be regarded as a language in its own or rather as a

Romance dialect. This example should illustrate  the difficulties constantly experienced by

linguists in this area, as a rather numerous amount of aspects should be analysed in each case

(see Benica and Haiman, 2005).

As we have already mentioned, lines separating dialects  from languages are  often

fuzzy, and linguists  might  not  always  agree  on  how a  given language variety should  be

regarded. In addition, one single language may be considered to host several dialects, which

leads us to the following question: how clear are the differences between dialects of the same

language? 

There is no clear division of dialects within the same language either, as neighbouring

dialects tend to influence each other to some extent and, as a consequence, they often show

similarities between them, especially on early stages of dialect and language formation. These

early stages of dialect and language formation should be one of the reasons for PDE and

Bavarian to show a certain degree of similarity. Let us now analyse why:

2.3. Closeness between early stages of West Germanic languages

PDE  is  often  believed  to  show  a  considerable  amount  of  similarities  with  Low

German and other  related languages  like  Dutch or  Frisian.  However,  linguists  might  not

usually associate the English language with High German varieties (from which Bavarian

originates) and there may be one main reason for it: the Germanic roots of English are widely

believed to originate from North Sea Germanic (henceforth NSG), that is, the area where

Low German, amongst other languages, is spoken today (see Hogg & Denison, 2006: 5).

Despite this, we should think how similar early West Germanic languages may have been to

each other, as differences between them might not have been as many during these stages and

West Germanic speakers from geographically distant regions may have spoken varieties that

could have been considerably intelligible to a degree. Let us now examine why:



3.  The  decomposition  of  the  Western Roman Empire  and the  first  West  Germanic-

speaking settlements in Britain and present-day South Tyrol

One of the main reasons for us to find similarities between PDE and Bavarian might

be the fact that early stages of Germanic would have been considerably intelligible between

each other to the extent that, even varieties spoken by northern peoples such as the Angles,

Saxons and Jutes,  amongst others, would have probably been considerably close to those

spoken by southern  Germanic peoples  like Bavarians  and Alemanni.  According to  Davis

(2006: 154) these early stages of Germanic languages would have been close enough to be

considered dialects of the same language until the 7th century: “(…)  the languages of the

Germanic group in the Old period are much closer than has previously been noted. Indeed, it

would not be inappropriate to regard them as dialects of one language. They are undoubtedly

far closer one to another than are the various dialects of modern Chinese, for example. A

reasonable modern analogy might be Arabic, where considerable dialectical diversity exists

but within the concept of a single Arabic language (...)”.

After the  decomposition of the Western Roman Empire in the 5th century,  Anglo-

Saxon and Bavarian invasions started in Britain and present-day South Tyrol, respectively.

Following Davis’ approach that  West  Germanic languages  would have been considerably

intelligible until the 7th century, Bavarians and Anglo-Saxons that started to settle in Britain

and present-day South Tyrol after the decomposition of the Western Roman Empire may have

spoken varieties that would have been close to an extent. Different factors like geographical

isolation of Anglo-Saxons in Britain from the rest of West Germanic speakers in the continent

and the  growing influx of  neighbouring languages  (both in  Britain  and in  the continent)

would have influenced these varieties to an extent. As no written evidence has been found of

either the Anglo-Saxon or Bavarian varieties spoken straight after the fall  of the Western

Roman Empire,  we should therefore start by analysing some of the earliest texts that are

preserved in Old High German (henceforth OHG), Old Low German (OLG) and Old English

(henceforth OE). We will now present three different versions of the Lord’s prayer as an

illustration:



Fater unser, du pist in himilum.

Kauuihit si namo din.

Piqhueme rihhi din,

Uuesa din uuillo,

sama so in himile est, sama in erdu.

Pilipi unsraz emizzigaz kip uns eogauuanna.

Enti flaz uns unsro sculdi,

sama so uuir flazzames unsrem scolom.

Enti ni princ unsih in chorunka.

Uzzan kaneri unsih fona allem sunton.

(from Fresinger Paternoster, 9th century Bavarian, OHG)

--

Fadar is ûsa firiho barno, the is an them hôhon himila rîkea.

Geuuîhid si thin namo uuordo gehuuilico.

Cuma thin craftag rîki.

Uuwerda thin uuilleo obar thesa uuerold alla, sô sama an erdo sô thâr uppa ist an them hôhon

himilrîkea.

 Gef ûs dago gehuuilikes râd, drohtin the gôdo,

Thîna hêlaga helpa, endi âlât ûs, hebenes uuard, managoro mênsculdio,

al sô uuê odrum mannum doan.

Ne lât ûs farlêdean lêtha uuîhti so ford an iro uuilleon so uuî uuirdige sind,

 ac help ûs uuidar allun ubilon dâdiun.

(from Heliand, 9th century OLG)

--



Fæder ure þu þe eart on heofonum,

Si þin nama gehalgod.

 To becume þin rice.

Gewurþe ðin willa

on eorðan swa swa on heofonum.

Urne gedæghwamlican hlaf syle us todæg.

And forgyf us ure gyltas,

 Swa swa we forgyfað urum gyltendum.

And ne gelæd þu us on costnunge,

ac alys us of yfele.

 Soþlice.

(AD 995 OE)

4. Receptive multilingualism in Medieval texts

If we analyse some of the first texts that have been preserved both in OHG and OLG

we should be able to observe how early stages of these two varieties might not show much

similarities in their written forms, especially in literary texts. This may be due to the fact that

a considerable amount of these texts would have included features from a number of Old

German dialects, thus not representing any specific spoken dialect. This mixture of dialects

can be observed in works such as The Song of Hildebrand (German: Hildebrandslied) which,

despite  being  mostly  written  in  OHG,  includes  numerous  OLG  borrowings,  thus  not

representing either of the speech of either of these varieties. 

What  is  more,  the  mixture  of  different  German  dialects  would  have  been  widely

accepted in the Middle Ages, which reinforces the approach that Old German texts would not

necessarily portray any spoken dialect (see Ten Thije & Zeevaert, 2007: 32 and Braunmüller,

2000a: 278).



Having briefly discussed why literary texts might not necessarily portray how dialects

would have actually been spoken, we will focus our investigation on the analysis of a number

of  the  existing corpora,  grammar  books and linguistic  studies  about  Bavarian dialects  in

Trentino-South Tyrol. This paper will study those dialects and sub-dialects the author is more

familiar with, so that a deeper and more accurate analysis can be produced.

5. South Tyrolean (Südtirolerisch)

5.1. Historical and linguistic context of South Tyrol

South Tyrolean is a Southern Bavarian dialect spoken in the Autonomous Province of

Bozen, in northeast Italy. The dialect does not have an official status neither at regional nor at

national level and it is not regulated. The region, now mostly German-speaking, would have

first been inhabited by a number of peoples including the Raeti, a group of Alpine peoples

whose ethnic origins are usually thought to be related to the Tuscan (see Bostock & Riley,

1857: 254.  “It  is  supposed that the Rhæti are the descendants  of the Tuscans,  who were

expelled by the Gauls and migrated hither under the command of their chief, whose name

was Rhætus.”), until the annexation of the area to the Roman Empire in 1 BC. The area now

fitting  South  Tyrol  was  intensely  romasined  and  different  varieties  of  vulgar  Latin

progressively  started  to  originate  throughout  the  area,  some  of  which  would  eventually

evolve into the language nowadays known as Ladin.

Early forms  of  Ladin  and other  Romance  varieties  were  spoken  in  the  area  now

conforming South Tyrol until the start of Bavarian settlements after the fall of the Western

Roman Empire. The first document acknowledging the presence of a Bavarian settlement in

Bozen (Latin: Bauzanum) dates from 679, and is reported by Paulus Diaconus in his Historia

Langobardorum (see Bethmann & Waitz, 1878: 156):

 



“Cumque in magna pace degerent et ex omni parte in circuitu tranquillitatem

haberent,  surrexit  contra  eos  filius  iniquitatis  Alahis  nomine,  per  quem  in  regno

Langobardorum, perturbata pace, maximae populorum factae sunt strages. Hic dum dux

esset  in  Tredentina  civitate,  cum  comite  Baioariorum,  quem  illi  gravionem  dicunt,  qui

Bauzanum et  reliqua castella  regebat,  conflixit  cumque mirifice superavit.  Qua de causa

elatus,  etiam  contra  regem  suum  Perctarit  manum  levavit  atque  se  intra  Tredentinum

castellum rebellans communivit.”

Bavarians  would  have  progressively settled  in  the  area  now approximately fitting

German-speaking  South  Tyrol,  thus  displacing  local  Romance-speaking  population  into

valleys now fitting eastern areas in Trentino-South Tyrol and western Belluno.

5.2. Early stages of OHG in South Tyrol and its closeness to early NSG varieties

spoken in Britain (early OE)

As discussed earlier in this paper, early stages of West Germanic languages such as

OHG and OLG, may have shown a considerable degree of intelligibility between each other

in its spoken form. Having this in mind, we should be able to consider the fact that those

NSG-speaking peoples that settled in Southern Britain after the disintegration of the Western

Roman Empire would have spoken varieties that might have shown a remarkable degree of

intelligibility with those spoken by Bavarian peoples, that would have settled in the area now

fitting South Tyrol by that approximate period of time.

Linguists typically frame the OHG period between 750 and 1050 (see Weddige, 1996:

7), which would indicate that an early stage of OHG would have been spoken by the first

Bavarian settlers in South Tyrol. This should be a key factor when attempting to find some of

the reasons for  which PDE and specific  Bavarian  dialects  show such closeness,  as  early

stages of West Germanic languages would have been close in speech to a degree, so we might

argue that both OGH and NSG speakers would have understood each other's dialects at this

point to an extent. This means that both the Anglo-Saxons that settled in Britain between the

5th  and  7th  century  would  have  spoken  a  considerably  similar  language  to  that  of  the

Bavarian who settled in the area around Bozen from the 7th century onwards.



5.3. The transition period between Old and Middle High German (henceforth MHG)

in South Tyrol and its effect on ST varieties

As we mentioned, Bavarian invasions in present-day South Tyrol would have already

started in areas as south as Bozen in the 7th century, a period of time that linguists typically

consider previous to that of the formation of OHG. However, historians tend to agree on the

fact that the arrival of Bavarian settlers in present-day South Tyrol would continue until the

11th and 12th centuries.  As a consequence of these settlements,  the majority of German-

speaking South Tyroleans today are, to an extent, descendants of the Bavarian peoples that

settled in the area from the 7th until the 12th centuries (thus during the transitory period

between OHG and MHG, see Weddige H. 1996: 7). This has resulted in ST dialect tracing

most  of  its  vocabulary  to  these  two  stages  of  the  German  language.  Hans  Moser’s

Wörterbuch der Südtiroler Mundarten offers a large corpus of ST vocabulary translated into

Standard German, as well as the etymology of a large number of these terms, often including

contextualised examples. Let us now introduce a list of ST words and their historic evolution,

so as to portray the little (and often nonexistent) changes that many of them have experienced

since OHG and MHG; and how the preservation of these medieval words often makes ST

vocabulary remarkably closer to PDE than to the Standard German equivalents. We will start

by analysing the word åfter (see Moser, 2015: 15).

5.4. Analysis of South Tyrolean vocabulary

According to Moser, the word  åfter [oftr] traces its origins in OHG  after, and can

function both as a preposition and as an adverb. When it functions as a preposition, it  is

translated to Standard German nach, being contextualised as it follows:

- South Tyrolean: åfter Kirchn

- Present-Day English: after Mass

- Standard German: gleich nach der Messe

On the  other  hand,  when  it  functions  as  an  adverb,  the  word  might  present  the

following spellings:  åfter,  åft,  åftern,  dråfter.  The Standard German translations  given by

Moser in this case would be danach and nachler. In both cases, both when åfter functions as a

preposition and as an adverb, we observe how ST and PDE forms of the term are almost

identical in spelling (and also in pronunciation, to an extent) whereas the Standard German

translations of the term do not seem to be as closely related. 



From this we may deduce that these words in PDE and ST might have a common

source  from which  both  OE  aefter (PDE  after)  and  ST  åfter originate,  thus  remarking

similarities amongst early West Germanic dialects. Let us now discuss other examples of ST

vocabulary showing signs of having sources related to those of the English language.

Kinig: (PDE king) has its origin in OHG  Kuning (see Moser, 2015: 155), thus also

showing  closeness  to  OE  cynnyng.  The  Standard  German  equivalent  would  be  the  term

König.

Losn,  Losnen:  from  OHG  losen and  lüsenen (see  Moser,  2015:  177).  The  PDE

equivalent  term would  be  the  verb  to  listen.  The  Standard  German translation  would  be

zuhören.

Dumpel,  Dimpel: from MHG  Timber and  Timmer (see Moser, 2015: 59). PDE  dim.

The Standard German equivalent would be Dunkel.

An  in-depth  analysis  of  similarities  between  ST  and  PDE  vocabulary  could  be

conducted  considering  the amount  of  information  on the etymology of  words  offered by

Moser’s  Wörterbuch der Südtiroler Mundarten. However and, for clarity purposes, we will

now list a number of ST terms together with their PDE and Standard German translations:

(1)

South Tyrolean Present-Day English Standard German

alloan alone allein

aweg away weg

Boan, Buan bone Knochen, Bein

Bua boy Bub

Foam foam Schaum

Fock pork Schwein

Goaß goat Geiß

groan to grow wachsen, grünen

Hoam home Heim

Hoi Hi Hallo



killn to kill töten

kolt cold kalt

Lais lice Läuse

loatn to lead lenken

long long lang

Mun moon Mond

net not nicht

Oan, Oans one Ein, Eins

olt old alt

oni on hinüber

Oschpe aspen Zitterpappel

Oberelle, Ombrel, Umberel umbrella  Schirm

Rein [raɪn] rime Reif

Stoan [stoən] stone Stein

Worm warm warm

Wosser water Wasser

The words in (1) might help evidence similarities between South Tyrolean and PDE at

word  level.  However,  we  should  remember  that  some  of  the  words  in  it  might  not  be

commonly used all  over  German-speaking South Tyrol,  as sub-dialects  showing different

vocabulary and pronunciation are found within the region.

As a result, South Tyrolean dictionaries tend to mark the specific sub-dialect to which

the word belongs, e.g. Ahrntal, Passeiertal, Sarntal, Unterland, Vinschgau, etc. (see Moser,

2015: 261). For example, according to Klaus Prunner from Schenna bei Meran (BZ), the term

Umberel is mostly used by elderly people in the Steinegg area. Despite this, it would not be

commonly used in other areas within the region. Therefore, we should consider that certain

words might belong to one specific sub-dialect, rather than being common to all ST speakers.



5.4.1. The use of vowel å [o] and digraph/diphthong -oa- [oa]

If we observe the vocabulary in (1), we should be able to notice that South Tyrolean

tends to use  å [o] in words generally spelled with  a [a] in Standard German. This letter is

generally used in ST dictionaries, grammar books and other forms of academic writing. 

However, it is not commonly used in other contexts, where o is the spelling preferred

by most speakers mainly as a consequence of the pronunciation of this vowel [o] as well as

for convenience reasons while writing. For example, ST words olt and  long would show a

higher degree of similarity to PDE old and long than their Standard German translations alt

and lang. At the same time, ST diphthong -oa- tends to substitute Standard German -ei-, thus

once more introducing O’s in diphthongs and making the pronunciation closer to PDE, as in

alloan [aˈloən] and alone [əˈləʊn].

5.4.2. The use of the 1st person singular personal pronoun

A distinctive characteristic of Bavarian dialects like ST is the use of the 1st person

singular  personal  pronoun  I [i],  which  would  be  closer  to  PDE pronoun  I [aɪ]  than  its

Standard equivalent Ich in spelling. Let us now contextualise the pronoun within a sentence:

- South Tyrolean: I denk des isch sau guat.

- Present-Day English: I think this is so good.

- Standard German: Ich denke das ist so gut.

The sentences above should be of interest to show parallelisms between ST and PDE.

It might be argued that similarities can be also detected in the Standard German version.

However, closeness between the first two cases is remarkable, especially because of ST and

PDE sharing the exact same spelling of the 1st person personal pronoun, as well as by ST

denk and PDE think ending with consonant sound, contrary to Standard German denke.

5.4.3. The elision of final vowels

The elision of final vowels is a common characteristic to a large number of ST verbs

used  in  common  speech.  This  makes  the  vast  majority  of  them closer  to  PDE than  its

Standard German equivalents, as the former tend to end with consonant sound whereas the

latter typically maintain the ending vowel sound. Let us illustrate this with the following

examples:



(2)

South Tyrolean Present-Day English Standard German

I beginn I begin Ich beginne

I bring I bring Ich bringe

I denk I think Ich denke

I find I find Ich finde

I hoff I hope Ich hoffe

Es holt It holds Es hält

I kimm I come Ich komme

I koch I cook Ich koche

I loach I laugh Ich lache

I learn I learn Ich lerne

I liab I love Ich liebe

I muan I mean Ich meine

I schwimm I swim Ich schwimme

I sig I see Ich sehe

I sing I sing Ich singe

I soll I should Ich sollte

I sprich I speak Ich spreche

I trink I drink Ich trinke

As we can see, the 1st person singular of the verbs in (2) show either consonants or

consonant  sounds  as  their  closing  phonemes  both  in  ST and  PDE.  Contrarily,  Standard

German makes use of the final -e in all of the examples above, which results on ST and PDE

having a closer spelling and pronunciation to each other than to Standard German, being

some of these verbs spelled (and to some extent also pronounced) identically, as it would be

the case of bring, find and sing, amongst others.



Apart from the characteristics we just mentioned, one should also pay attention to

other aspects that might not have been perceived after a first reading. For example, ST des

would  be  closer  to  PDE  this in  terms  of  pronunciation,  considering  the  /a/  in  Standard

German das is an open vowel, whereas ST /e/ and PDE /i/ are not.

 A similar case is that of ST sau, diphthongising like British English so [səʊ], and thus

contrasting with Standard German so [so:].

Another linguistic feature of ST (and of most Bavarian dialects) would be the fact that

indefinite articles in their Nominative form do not show gender nor case declensions, being

the forms a and an the only indefinite articles generally used. The chart below (3) contains

three words in their Nominative form: a masculine, feminine and neuter, respectively:

(3)

South Tyrolean Present-Day English Standard German

A Man A man Ein Man

A Frau A woman Eine Frau

An Auto A car Ein Auto

5.4.4. The loss of German participle marker ge-

The elision of the German initial participle marker ge- is a characteristic feature of ST

and other Bavarian dialects. This results in a number of ST participle forms being closer to

those of PDE than their Standard German equivalents, both in spelling and pronunciation. Let

us illustrate it with three examples of words used in everyday speech:

(4)

South Tyrolean Present-Day English Standard German

gongen gone gegangen

keart heard gehört

kopp had gehabt



5.4.5. The lack of diereses

South Tyrolean  and a  number  of  Bavarian  dialects  do  not  generally make use  of

umlauts on vowels a, o and u (ä, ö, ü). Instead, German umlauts are typically substituted with

alternative vowels or diphthongs/digraphs. This results in some of these ST words having a

closer spelling and pronunciation to PDE than to Standard German, as umlauts are not found

in English today, neither in written nor in spoken language. For a better understanding, we

will provide a few examples:

(5)

South Tyrolean Present-Day English Standard German

Bear bear Bär

Kinig king König

Honig honey Hönig

Grian green Grün

5.4.6. The pronunciation of vowel o

As we mentioned  before,  ST tends  to  use  o in  words  that  are  spelled  with  a  in

Standard German. ST o is primarily pronounced in two different ways: [o] as in long or worm

and, in some areas including the Passeier Valley (Passeiertal), a number of words are also

pronounced with the diphthong [ou]. For example,  ST  kolt  (PDE  cold  [kəʊld]) would be

pronounced both [kolt] and [koult], depending on the local variety spoken. The same happens

to ST olt, which can be pronounced either [olt] or [oult] (PDE old [əʊld]) and a variety of

other words. In both these cases, the pronunciation of o as a diphthong used by speakers in

areas  like  the  Passeier  Valley would  be closer  to  PDE than other  local  ST varieties  and

Standard German (kalt, alt).



6. Mòcheno (Bersntolerish)

6.1. Historical and linguistic context of Mòcheno

Mòcheno  or  Bersntolerisch (Standard  German:  Fersentalerisch) is  a  minority

language spoken in three municipalities of the Fersen Valley, in the Autonomous Province of

Trento  (Italy):  Vlorutz (German:  Florutz),  Palae (German:  Palai)  and  Garait (German:

Gereut). It is an official language at local, regional and national level, and it is classified by

most linguists as a Bavarian descendant. The first Bavarian-speaking settlements in the valley

date from the 13th century, when groups of Tyrolean peoples would have moved south mostly

in search of free land for farming as well  as work in the valley’s  prosperous mines (see

Mirtes, 1996).

6.2. Analysis of Mòcheno vocabulary

Let  us  now  introduce  a  list  of  Mòcheno  vocabulary  in  Anthony  R.  Rowley’s

Fersentaler Wörterbuch (1982), and their PDE and Standard German translations.

(6)

Mòcheno Present-Day English Standard German

Bintmil windmill Windmühle

Eib ewe Mutterschaf

Enkhl ankle (der) Knöchel

envire onwards weiter

Fruto Fruit Obst, Frucht

hearn (to) hear hören

òlbe always immer

Schual school Schule



The terms in (6) should help evidence not only closeness between Mòcheno and PDE

vocabulary, but also the fact that some of the Standard German words do not seem to show a

common origin to that of MKN and PDE. Of course, words like windmill or the verb to hear

are considerably similar in the three languages, which makes us think that the root of these

terms might be either the same word or a number of closely related words. However, it might

be argued that the rest of Standard German words in the list derive from a common source to

that of MKN and PDE.

6.3. The influence of Romance in Mòcheno and English at word level

Romance loan words such as  fruto are typically found in those dialects spoken in

Bavarian language islands within present-day Italy, which often results in these loans being

closer to PDE than its Germanic-origin equivalents. Let us explain why:

Among Bavarian dialects, the study of those spoken in  language islands of present-

day  Italy  should  be  of  special  interest  for  this paper, as  constant  Romance  influx  of

neighbouring  communities  through  centuries  may  have  left  remarkable  traces  on  these

dialects, especially at word level. Varieties such as Mòcheno or Cimbrian might have been

linguistically influenced by Romance languages  and dialects  since the arrival  of  the first

settlers to different areas of present-day northeast Italy.

Romance  influx  in  Germanic  languages  is  not  exclusive  to  Bavarian-speaking

language islands in present-day Italy, as parallelisms should also be found with the English

language. Being English typically considered a Germanic language, linguists argue that most

PDE vocabulary (ca. 60%) may derive either directly from Latin or through Old Northern

French, a Romance language that would have progressively started to influence English after

the  Norman  conquest  of  England  in  1066  (see  McWorther,  2008:  89).  Therefore,  both

Bavarian  language  islands  (surrounded  by  diverse  Romance  varieties)  and  the  English

Language (under the influence of Old Northern French) would have started to receive a given

amount of Romance-origin vocabulary around the late 11th century and early 12th century,

thus  often  making  Mòcheno  and  English  vocabulary  closer  to  each  other  than  to  other

varieties of German.



6.4. Mòcheno Syntax

However, parallelisms between PDE and MKN might not be exclusive to word level.

Similarities may also be observed at sentence level, as word order is either identical or very

close in a considerable number of sentences. Let us discuss some of the reasons that might

have led to this situation:

First of all, we should remember that MKN is a Bavarian dialect that mainly derives

from MHG, as Tyroleans would have approximately started to settle in the Fersen Valley

from the  13th century,  when MHG would have been spoken.  According to  a  number  of

linguists, MHG would have had a reasonably flexible syntax, which means that word order

would not have always followed a specific  fixed pattern (see Speyer  133:  14–31). MKN

would have therefore kept that specific characteristic to this date, as we can observe how

word order of a considerable extent of MKN sentences differ from the Standard German (and

South Tyrolean) structure. According to Pintzuk (1999), OE would have also had a flexible

syntax to an extent. 

This may therefore reinforce the approach that we discussed earlier in this paper about

how early stages of West Germanic Languages would have been closer to each other at the

time when the Anglo-Saxon settlements started in Britain and groups of Bavarians moved

south to the Italic Peninsula. 

This parallelism can be observed in PDE and MKN, so we might argue that one of the

factors  for  it  to  have  happened  would  have  been  the  preservation  of  this  rather  flexible

syntax. On one side, the first Anglo-Saxon settlers would have been linguistically isolated in

Britain to an extent, as they were geographically separated from the rest of West Germanic-

speakers  in  the  continent.  On  the  other,  Tyrolean  settlers  in  the  Fersen  Valley  were

surrounded by Romance speakers since they started to settle the area, thus not being in direct

contact with the rest of Bavarian speakers. In both cases, isolation of these peoples from the

rest  of  speakers  of  their  respective  languages  would  have  resulted  in  these  communities

preserving some of the features we would now regard as ‘archaic’ in present-day varieties of

these languages, which may have principally been a consequence of the small amount of new

linguistic input from other Germanic communities.



An evidence that  should help reinforce  this  approach would be the fact  Bavarian

dialects  spoken  within  the  German  Sprachraum,  as  it  would  be  the  case  of  ST,  do  not

generally show this flexible word order. ST and the rest of Bavarian dialects tend to follow

the same word order as Standard German instead.

The examples below should evidence parallel word order in Mòcheno, Italian and

PDE, contrary to Standard German and ST (see Rowley A. 2003: 276):

(7)

Mòcheno S is hert za learnen balsch

Present-Day English It is difficult to learn Italian

Italian È difficile imparare l’italiano

Standard German Es ist schwierig, italienisch zu lernen

South Tyrolean Es isch schwar italienisch zu learnen

ST translation: Manuela Pircher. Algund (BZ)

In the first three sentences in (7), the verb to learn is followed by its object, i.e. Italian

(Mòcheno:  Balsch).  In contrast,  we observe how in Standard German and ST, the object

(italienisch)  precedes  its  verb  (zu  lernen).  We  may  find  a  numerous  number  of  MKN

sentences following a similar structure to that of most Romance languages and PDE. Adverb

phrases, amongst other types of phrases, typically show this parallel pattern to both Romance

languages and English. Let us now analyse the following examples from Rowley's Liacht as

de sproch (see Rowley A. 2003, 258):



(8)

Mòcheno S hòt tschnim de gònz nòcht

Present-Day English It has been snowing all night

Italian È nevicato tutta la notte

Standard German Es hat die ganze Nacht geschneit

South Tyrolean Es hat die gonze Nocht gschniebn

ST translation: Maria Unterhofer. Völlan (Lana, BZ)

(9)

Mòcheno Finz alura hòn i lai gaheart khlòffen as mòcken

Present-Day English So far I have only heard speak in Mòcheno

Italian Fino ad ora io ho sentito parlare solo mòcheno

Standard German Bis jetzt habe ich nur auf fersentalerisch sprechen hören

South Tyrolean Bis iaz hon i lei bersntolerisch redn keart

ST translation: Brigitte Bacher. Pawigl (Lana, BZ)

The sentences in (8) and (9) show similar structures in MKN, PDE and Italian as, first

of  all,  the  adverb  clauses  in  them are  placed  either  at  the  beginning  or  the  end  of  the

sentences,  rather  than  in  central  positions,  as  it  happens  in  Standard  German  and  ST.

Consequently, we might argue that these MKN adverb phrases are generally closer to PDE

than its Standard German equivalents.

Secondly, the position of verbs and their objects should be of interest as, in (8) and

(9), verb objects are found at the end of the sentence in MKN, PDE and Italian, but not in

Standard German, whose closing constituents are verbs.

Parallelisms between MKN, Italian and PDE may also be found in other types of

constructions, including sentences in which the verb is followed by a prepositional object

(Rowley A. 2003, 254):



(10)

Mòcheno Der hom khlòfft van pfòff

Present-Day English We have talked about the priest

Italian Noi abbiamo parlato del parroco

Standard German Wir haben über der Pfarrer gesprochen

South Tyrolean Mir hobm ibern Pforrer gred

ST translation: Manuela Pircher. Algund (BZ)

As we can see in (10), the prepositional object in the three first sentences is placed at

the final position, whereas in Standard German and ST, this constituent is found between the

auxiliary verb (haben) and the participle form (gesprochen), thus in a central position of the

sentence.

Sentence order parallelisms may be found in sentences containing so-called  Freier

Dativ “free dative” constructions (see Rowley, 2003, 258):

(11)

Mòcheno I hòn mer plosn de nos

Present-Day English I have blown my nose

Italian Io mi sono soffiato il naso

Standard German Ich habe mir die Nase geschneutz

South Tyrolean I hon mir die Nos gschneitzt

ST translation: Manuela Pircher. Algund (BZ)

Similarly to earlier examples in this paper, the verb object in (11) is found at the end

of the sentence in MKN, PDE and Italian, but not in Standard German and ST, in which the

object is placed after the auxiliary verb (habe) and the ‘free dative’ (mir) and before the

participle form (geschneutz).



Close syntactic structures between MKN and PDE structures may also be found when

the objects are omitted. Let us analyse the following case:

(12)

Mòcheno De hom khaft do um Trea't

Present-Day English They have bought around Trento

Italian Essi hanno comprato qui intorno a Trento

Standard German Die haben da um Trient gekauft

South Tyrolean De hobms ba Triant gekaft

ST translation: Brigitte Bacher. Pawigl (Lana, BZ)

As we can see,  the verb object in the sentences in (12) is omitted,  as there is no

reference to what has been bought by the subject (e.g. a house or a piece of land). Despite

that, the adverb phrase in Standard German and ST is found in a central position, between the

auxiliary verb and the participle form, rather than at the end of the sentence, as it is the case

in the rest of translations.

7. Preservation of Bavarian dialects in present-day Trentino-South Tyrol

As argued earlier in this paper, Bavarian, and especially some of the regional and local

varieties spoken in the so-called Alpine Region (German:  Alpenraum or  Alpenländer) may

have preserved a considerable amount of OHG and MHG linguistic features. In terms of

vocabulary, for example, and as seen in Moser’s  Wörterbuch der Südtiroler Mundarten, a

remarkable amount of present-day ST terms are spelled either in the same or a very similar

way as in the OHG and MHG periods, which makes us think about the possible reasons that

may have led to this situation, particularly in the Alpine area, and more specifically in the

Autonomous Region of Trentino-South Tyrol. We will now analyse some of the aspects that

might have had an influence on the Bavarian dialects there spoken, focusing on the cases of

South Tyrolean and Mòcheno dialects, respectively.



7.1. South Tyrolean

One  common  feature  to  most  minority  dialects  in  the  Alpine  Region  that  have

survived the passing of time and the pressure exerted by the spread of neighbouring dialects

and languages would be the landform, as the presence of mountain ranges and valleys has

historically  limited  contact  between  communities  speaking  either  different  languages  or

distinct varieties of a same language. This would have happened (and may still happen to

some extent) not only in the Alps, but also in mountain areas around the globe, as a given

degree of isolation tends to be common to most of these communities to date.

In certain areas, as it would be the case of present-day South Tyrol, isolation would

have been present  at  different  levels.  First  of  all,  contact  of  South  Tyroleans  with  other

communities would have been less frequent in past times, especially during the Middle Ages,

as Feudalism did not usually allow peasants to leave their working land under death penalty. 

We should also consider the fact that travelling was not common for most part of the

population at the time as means of transport were rather slow and dear, and routes were often

unsafe. However, isolation would have also been present within South Tyrol, especially in

valleys, as their economy has historically been based on farming and agriculture, a trade that

requires constant work all year round and that very often implies living in the mountains,

where  communication  with  near  towns and urban centres  would  have  been difficult  and

probably less frequent.

Isolation  in  valleys  within  South  Tyrol  would  eventually  result  on  the  different

varieties  of  this  dialect  that  have  been  preserved  to  date:  Ahrntal,  Latzfons,  Passeiertal,

Pustertal, Ridnaun, Sarntal, Vinschgau or Welschnofen, among others (see Moser H. 2015:

361).

Continuing with the idea that South Tyrolean economy would have historically been

based on farming and agriculture, it should be important to remark that most of its population

would not have had the need to learn other varieties of German in order to communicate, as

most of the people they tended to interact with would have been locals. This would result in

ST receiving little influx from other varieties of German until  the start  of tourism in the

region during the 19th and 20th centuries.



Another  aspect  that  should  be  regarded in  relation  to  the  conservation  of  the  ST

speech varieties would be Tyrol’s political history. Since the establishment of the County of

Tyrol around 1140 as an estate within the Holy Roman Empire and the later annexation to the

Austrian  Empire  in  1807  and  to  Austria-Hungary  in  1867,  Tyroleans  have  been  part  of

political entities in which German was an official language (except for relatively brief periods

of  time,  mostly during  wars  and military occupations).  This  would  result  in  most  South

Tyroleans  not  being  required  to  learn  “Standard  Austrian  German”  until  the  start  of

compulsory  state  education  in  Austria  in  1775.  Despite  this  and,  even  after  the

implementation of compulsory state education, South Tyroleans would tend to limit the use of

“Standard Austrian German” to rather formal contexts like school, bureaucracy, newspapers,

etc. (as it is common in diglossic situations). Therefore, local dialects and varieties would

have  been  commonly  used  both  in  public  and  private  spheres  throughout  the  German-

speaking areas of the region. What is more, this circumstance is still present nowadays to a

large extent as, according to most of the author’s friends, German-speaking South Tyroleans

are  usually  only  able  to  speak  their  own local  dialect  until  they  start  learning  Standard

German at school. Some also add that even adults having been taught Standard German at

school may find it difficult to use it properly both in writing and speech, partly because of the

lack of need for Standard German when interacting with local population and also due to

other  aspects  such  as  confusions  between  ST  and  Standard  German  vocabulary  and

grammatical structures, among various other reasons.

We may also discuss the importance of the Tyrolean mentality, especially in relation

to  cultural  pride,  patriotism  and  nationalism.  Tyrolean  pride  would  have  been  relevant

through history as the region would have tried to preserve their cultural identity in numerous

circumstances, such as wars, military occupations and changes in political administration of

the region. It might be argued that one of the most relevant factors for Tyrolean patriotism to

become stronger  in  recent  history would have been the Napoleonic  Wars  in  South Tyrol

(1805-1814), in which Tyrolean paratroops led by Andreas Hofer fought the French Empire.

The figure of Hofer is of utmost importance to Tyrolean identity pride to this day, and it is

respected and celebrated by political authorities of Tyrol, South Tyrol and Trentino, to name a

few.



Having said this, South Tyrolean patriotism would have been reinforced after World

War I, when the region was annexed to Italy following the treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye,

signed in 1919. This would eventually result in a large number of South Tyroleans rejecting

Italian  language  and  culture,  especially  during  Fascist  Italy  (1922-1943),  as  attempts  of

italianization were conducted by the government at different levels. For example, the public

use of German was forbidden, toponyms were translated to Italian, German schools were

closed, etc.

Nevertheless, despite these and other regulations attempting to italianize the German-

speaking  population,  South  Tyroleans  preserved  their  own  local  dialects  and  Standard

German  was  even  taught  to  children  in  the  so-called  Katakombenschulen (“catacomb

schools”), which were clandestine home schools where German language and culture were

secretly taught (see Steiniger, 2003: 29).

The process of italianization of German-speaking population in the region would have

been  affected  by  the  South  Tyrol  Option  Agreement  between  1939  and  1943  (German:

Option in Südtirol, Italian:  Opzioni in Alto Adige),  by which German and Ladin-speaking

population in South Tyrol were given the possibility to either move to the German Reich and

preserve  their  culture  and  language  or  to  remain  in  South  Tyrol  instead  and  accept  the

implementation of italianization in Fascist Italy. During those years, around 86% of German

and Ladin speakers would have left the region in search of the conservation of their own

cultural  identity  (see  Messner,  R.  1989).  As a  consequence,  when most  of  the  so-called

Optanten returned to the region after the conflict,  German-speakers (who had maintained

their own dialects while in exile) became the main linguistic group within South Tyrol, and

they still are to this date.



7.2. Mòcheno

Considering Mòcheno as a Bavarian dialect historically related to Tyrolean and also

spoken in the  Alpine  Region,  a  number of  the  reasons that  may have contributed  to  the

preservation  of  this  specific  variety might  be  shared  with  ST (e.g.  isolation,  lifestyle  of

farmers  and  peasants,  slower  means  communication  in  past  times,  similar  political

circumstances, etc.).  However and, despite the fact that both areas may have had parallel

realities to an extent, there should be a series of circumstances that would have positively

contributed to the preservation of MKN. Let us now discuss some of them:

We will start by emphasizing the fact that the Fersen Valley, contrary to South Tyrol,

is  a  German language island.  This  would not  be the case of  the  former,  as  South  Tyrol

neighbours other countries where German is spoken, such as the Austrian Federal States of

Tyrol  and  Salzburg  and  the  Swiss  Canton  of  Grisons,  where  both  Rumansh  and  Swiss

German are commonly used. Instead, the area where MKN is spoken has historically been

surrounded by Romance-speaking communities.

Therefore, linguistic isolation from the rest of German speakers in nearby regions has

resulted in MKN not receiving the same amount of German-origin influx as those varieties

spoken outside language islands. This should be one of the main reasons for dialects like

MKN to have preserved a large number of linguistic features that may be often considered to

be “archaic” by speakers of other Bavarian dialects.

It  may also be important  to  mention that,  despite  the  degree of  isolation  that  the

Fersen valley would have historically been exposed to, a certain amount of new German-

origin linguistic  elements may have arrived in  the valley from the 17th century onwards

thanks to the figure of the so-called Krumern. The word Krumer, (German Krämer) meaning

small merchant, refers to those men in the Fersen Valley who worked as ambulant merchants

in Austria-Hungary during the winter, selling a variety of products (see Morelli, R. 1996: 83).

According to Morelli, the Krumern would not have only been ambulant merchants, but also

active singers, storytellers and informers at the houses that offered them food and shelter

during their seasonal travels. As a consequence of this, the Krumern may have introduced a

given amount of vocabulary and other linguistic features from other varieties of German into

the Fersen valley, as well as traditional songs and dances, etc. (see Morelli, R. 1996: 86-87). 



It might be difficult  to estimate the approximate amount of linguistic features that

would have been introduced into MKN by the Krumern, as we might find little study on this

particular  subject.  Despite  this,  the  long periods  of  time they used  to  spend in  different

German-speaking areas could have left traces in their own dialect to some extent.

Compulsory state education may also be regarded as one of the factors that could have

contributed to the preservation of this  dialect,  let  us explain why:  since the beginning of

compulsory state education in Austria in 1775, students in Trentino would have primarily

been taught in Italian, with the due exceptions (see Covi & Campregher, 2015). 

This might have resulted in MKN speakers not having received the same amount of

“Standard Austrian German” influx in schools as, for example, their Tyrolean neighbours.

Schools in Tyrol would have mostly taught  in “Standard Austrian German”. The standard

variety of Austrian German was elaborated during the reign of Maria Theresa of Austria and

introduced in schools since the start of compulsory state education in the country in 1775. As

a consequence, Tyroleans (and thus, also present-day South Tyroleans) would have generally

been more exposed to a Standard form of German than those Bavarian-speaking communities

in  Trentino.  This  higher  degree  of  exposure  to  “Standard  Austrian  German”  of South

Tyroleans should be still visible to this date, not only at word level, but also at syntax.

As  mentioned  before,  MHG  would  have  had  a  reasonably  flexible  syntax  when

dialects like Tyrolean and MKN started to originate. This means that early stages of both

Tyrolean and MKN varieties would have shown this flexible syntax during the MHG period,

especially considering that Mòcheno-speaking communities would be of Tyrolean descent, as

we said earlier in this  paper. However, we do not generally observe this cases of flexible

syntax in present-day ST, which tends to use the Standard German word order instead.

Linguists, including Crowley, have argued that word order flexibility in MKN might

be due to contact with Romance varieties. This hypothesis should not be disregarded, as the

cases in which MKN shows a different word order to that of Standard German are the ones

which have a parallel structure to that of Romance languages and also to PDE (which, despite

its Germanic origin, follows a typical Romance word order in these cases).



Despite this, Romance influence in word order may not be observed those other areas

of  South  Tyrol  which  have  historically  been  in  permanent  contact  with  Romance

communities. This would be the case of ST varieties spoken in municipalities like Altrei,

Laurein or Salurn, which have permanently been in contact with Romance varieties due to

their geographical location, but have nonetheless preserved the same word order as Standard

German. This may thus indicate that the influence of Romance, although remarkable at word

level, should not be among the main reasons for ST not showing this syntactic flexibility. A

higher degree of exposure to  “Standard Austrian German”, (especially since the late 18th

century and the implementation of compulsory state education) and South Tyrol’s connection

to the rest of the German  Sprachraum could be,  therefore,  two of the circumstances that

might have led to this situation.

Another factor that would have positively contributed to the preservation of MKN

would be the existence of a unified standard form since the 1980s, based on the varieties

spoken in the three municipalities in which this is considered an official language, and that

have already been mentioned earlier in this paper.

We should also remark that the fact that MKN is considered an official language both

at local, regional and national level since 1987, which would be relevant for its preservation

and teaching in Trentino-South Tyrol. The standard variety of MKN allows children attending

primary school in Florutz to learn both their own dialect and Standard German. This does not

occur in South Tyrol, as ST is not considered official  by law (although it is used by the

majority  of  German  speakers  in  the  region)  and  Standard  German  is  used  in  education

instead.

To conclude,  let  us  mention  the importance  of  language institutes  like  Bersntoler

Kulturinstitut and Kulturinstitut Lusérn, where a vast collection of both MKN and Cimbrian

primary and secondary sources are preserved, studied and divulgated.



8. Conclusions

We will now proceed to summarise the partial and general conclusions that the author

of  this paper  has  made  after  the  study of  a  number  of  the  exiting  similarities  between

Bavarian dialects in Trentino-South Tyrol and Present-Day English and the main reasons that

might have led to this particular situation of linguistic closeness.

8.1. Partial Conclusions

Regarding the history of both English and Bavarian, we conclude that closeness of

early  stages  of  West  Germanic  Languages  would  have  been  a  key  factor  for  which  a

considerable amount of resemblance can be found in present-day varieties of these languages.

This would be due to the fact that, after the disintegration of the Western Roman Empire in

the 5th century, different groups of West Germanic-speaking peoples started to migrate to a

variety of territories that had earlier been Roman provinces. On one side, peoples including

the Angles, Saxons and Jutes started to settle in Britain. On the other, the Bavarians would

progressively settle in areas as south as Bozen by that same approximate period of time. As a

consequence,  Anglo-Saxons  in  Britain  and  Bavarians  in  Tyrol  would  have  spoken  early

varieties of West Germanic Languages that may have shared a specific amount of common

linguistic features, including vocabulary and syntactic structures, as seen earlier in this paper.

For  what  concerns  to  OHG and MHG written  records,  we should  not  necessarily

regard them as an example of how given language or regional dialect was spoken, as these

texts would often include vocabulary borrowings from other German-speaking areas, mostly

in order for the works to be understood across different areas within the German Sprachraum.

A similar case is that of syntax, as word order tends to be deliberately altered in OGH

and MHG literary texts, typically for rhyme purposes. Therefore, we should not believe that

flexibility of MGH word order can be observed in these type of texts as, despite we agree on

the fact that word order in MHG would most probably have been flexible to an extent, we

think that the alteration of syntax in written records tends to be due to literary reasons.



As regards ST and its often remarkable closeness to PDE, we believe that one of the

main  reasons  for  us  to  find  similarities  should  be  the  fact  that  the  origin  of  most  ST

vocabulary can be found in OGH and MHG, as we can observe in Moser’s Wörterbuch der

Südtiroler Mundarten. What is more, a large amount of this vocabulary has experienced very

little or even no change since Medieval times, which indicates that ST would have preserved

a larger  amount  of features  from these earlier  stages of the German language than other

related dialects, as it would be the case of those varieties of Bavarian spoken outside the

Alpine Range.

Therefore, it may not be a coincidence that most ST words showing closeness to PDE

are usually those that have been preserved from OGH and MHG, and that other Bavarian

dialects outside the Alpine Range have not preserved, probably as a consequence of a more

extended contact with neighbouring dialects as well as with Standard German in more recent

times.

As to MKN, we may say that a considerably large amount of its features are common

to ST and other Bavarian dialects. Nevertheless, a major degree of isolation from the rest of

German-speaking communities may have resulted in MKN to preserve even more features

from earlier stages of the German language than other dialects such as ST.

These characteristics include a relative word order flexibility, most probably inherited

from MHG syntax, that is not found in other Bavarian dialects and might be exclusive to

Bavarian dialects spoken in language islands in present-day Italy.

It should be relevant to mention that the cases in which MKN showed a flexible word

order, i.e. a different one to that of both ST and Standard German, were actually those having

a parallel word order to PDE and Standard Italian. Consequently, we may also consider the

possible  influence  that  Romance  languages  and  dialects  may have  had  in  MKN syntax,

mainly due to the following reasons: first of all, we should not forget the fact that Bavarian

settlers  in  the  Fersen  Valley  would  have  been  surrounded  by  Romance  since  the  very

beginning  of  these  settlements.  Secondly,  Romance  varieties  have  influenced  MKN

vocabulary to a considerable degree, so they might have also influenced syntax to an extent,

or a least reinforced the use of those MHG sentences in which the word order was parallel to

that of Romance, as the ones in the examples above. 



Finally,  we should  remember  that  a  similar  process  might  have  also  happened to

English  syntax,  let  us  explain  why:  following  the  approach  that  early  stages  of  West

Germanic languages would have been remarkably close to a degree, and also considering that

earlier stages of West Germanic would have a had a relatively flexible syntax in a number of

cases, we could deduce that West Germanic speakers that settled in Britain may have also

used this  mixed syntax (OV/VO) until  other  Romance languages including  Old Northern

French started to influence English vocabulary and syntax.

One  of  the  consequences  of  the  Old  Northern  French  influence  on  the  English

language would have been the preference of Romance languages  for the use of  an SVO

syntax, which English would have progressively adopted, and that MKN still preserves to a

degree, as seen before. Having said this, we could conclude that Romance syntax might have

reinforced the SVO word order in both English and MKN. Of course, Romance syntax would

have had a larger impact on English syntax, probably because of a more extended exposure to

Old  Northern  French.  MKN would  have  instead  received  less  Romance  input,  and  thus

preserved MGH mixed syntax to a larger extent than English.

8.2. General Conclusions

Having mentioned the more specific conclusions related to the different areas studied

in this paper, let us present the following final thoughts:

After the study of some of the more prominent similarities between PDE and two of

the  Bavarian  dialects  spoken in  Trentino-South  Tyrol,  South  Tyrolean  and  Mòcheno,  we

could say that, in general terms, the similarities found between these dialects and the English

Language do not necessarily indicate that the present-day varieties of these languages are

highly  intelligible  between  each  other.  What  we  tried  to prove  is  how  close  these  two

Bavarian dialects are to PDE in comparison to other varieties of Bavarian and to Standard

German.



In  conclusion  then,  let  us  underline  the  fact  that  this  paper  is  a  Degree  Final

Dissertation, and needs to follow the specific requirements elaborated by the coordinators of

this subject. Thus, it should be regarded as an initial investigation presenting some of the

similarities that the author has found between PDE and Bavarian dialects in Trentino-South

Tyrol,  rather than an in-depth analysis  of these similarities and their  origin,  as well  as a

starting point for future research and deeper study of the different fields here presented.
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Appendix

- Bavarian translation: Hermann Geiger. Ichenhausen (Bavaria, Germany)

Es is schwar italienisch z`learna.

Es hod de gonz Nocht gschnaibd (gschnaid).

Mir ham übern Pfarra gredt (gschbrochn).

I hobb d`Nosn gschneitzd (butzd).

Bis jezad hobb I bloß felsndallerisch redn gheart.

Z`Driäst drunt ham`s kafft.

- South Tyrolean Translations:

2.1. Manuela Pircher. Algund (BZ, Italy)

Es isch schwar italienisch zu learnen.

Es hot die gonze Nocht gschniebn.

Mir hobm ibern Pforrer gred.

I hon mir die Nos gschneitzt. 

Bis iatz hon i lei auf fersentolerisch redn gheart.

De hobn do um Trient gekaft.



2.2. Maria Unterhofer. Völlan (Lana, BZ, Italy)

Es isch schwar Italienisch zu lernen.

Es hat di gonze Nocht gschniebn.

Mir hobn übrn Pfarrer gret.

Hon di Nos gschneinzt.

Bis etz hon i lei Fersentalisch redn kert.

Ba Trient eppas gekaft.

2.3. Brigitte Bacher: Pawigl (Lana, BZ, Italy)

Es isch schwar, walsch (oder "italienisch") zu learnen.

Es hot die gonze Nocht gschniebn.

Mir hobn ibern Pforrer gred.

I hon mi gschniezn.

Bis iaz hon i lei bersntolerisch redn keart.

De hobms ba Triant gekaft.


